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Abstract— Green computing is the technological investigation 
where the system performance is optimized for achieving high 
performance computing in fewer amount of resource and 
power consumption. Therefore the presented work is an 
initiative for optimizing power consumption and performance 
enhancement by VM allocation and selection policies 
considering QoS expectations of the devices, which maximize 
the computational ability and minimize the power 
consumption. Thus first the detailed survey on VM allocation 
and selection approaches is performed for finding the 
optimum technique of the power preserving techniques for 
cloud computing. It is concluded that power consumption can 
be minimized by the efficient VM scheduling. Thus the 
traditional techniques namely MAD (Median Absolute 
Deviation), Random Selection and Maximum Correlation 
Coefficient techniques are implemented using CloudSim 
simulator. The simulator is build using JAVA technology. 
Additionally a new technique for optimizing the power 
consumption is utilized namely Spearman’s Rank Correlation 
Coefficient which provides the ranked value of VM CPU 
scheduling. After implementing the proposed and traditional 
techniques, the comparative performance is computed and 
demonstrated. According to the obtained results the proposed 
technique less violate the SLA terms and provides the gain 
over the power consumption.   

Keywords— Cloud Computing, QoS (Quality of Service), SLA 
(Service Level Agreements), VM (Virtual Machine), MAD 
(Median Absolute Deviation). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a high performance computing 
infrastructure for new generation computing and service 
distribution. But during computing a huge amount of power 
is consumed. Therefore a green computing domain is 
introduced for efficient computing and green effect. Green 
computing or green IT, refers to environmentally 
sustainable computing or IT. It is the study and practise of 
designing, manufacturing, using and disposing of ICT— 
efficiently and effectively with minimal or no impact on the 
environment. In order to achieve green computing and 
reducing the power consumption of the computational 
cloud environment required to schedule VMs efficiently. 
VMs are the software implementation of the particular 
computer system and provide sharing of physical hardware 
resources with users. 

Cloud computing facilitates resources to the user by a 
huge collection of resources which referred to as resource 
pooling. High level of resource pooling led to the large 
scale of data centers establishment. These data centers 
consume large amount of power and results CO2 emission 

and high operating cost. The problem of power 
consumption in large scale datacentre can be mitigated with 
the help of virtualization technology which allows creation 
of multiple instances of VMs over the physical hosts 
deployed in data centers [2]. This paper focus upon the 
energy-efficient VM scheduling that can be applied in a 
large-scale data center. In this paper spearman’s ranking 
algorithm for VM scheduling is proposed that can be 
reduced power consumption significantly. Further, the 
comparative study among MAD-MC, MAD-RS and 
proposed Spearman’s Ranking VM allocation and selection 
policies performed. 

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows 
to find the optimum solution. Section2 discuss proposed 
work followed by problem statement and simulation 
architecture in order to achieve low power consumption. 
The implementation of VM scheduling discuss in section3. 
A performance analysis of the proposed method present in 
section4. Section5 conclude the paper with summary and 
future work. 

II. PROPOSED WORK

Cloud data center frequently uses the virtual machine 
migration and allocation techniques to provide efficient 
computing experience. Basically cloud data centers are 
composed with a number of virtual machines and these 
virtual machines are free to select different CPUs. In order 
to provide the efficient computing VMs are scheduled 
according to available resource allocation policies. Thus if 
the VM scheduling becomes efficient and the time of 
allocation and selection of VMs are minimized then power 
consumption can be enhanced. Based on this concept, 
solution is suggested and simulated by simulation using real 
world workload traces from more than a thousand Planet 
Lab VMs. The complete study includes the following work. 

 Firstly, different approaches for reducing power
consumption in a data center are studied and most
optimum technique is investigated for extension.

 A new method is proposed and designed, that is
providing less energy consumption in a data center.

 The designated algorithm is implemented using the
CloudSim simulator. Additionally the recently used
methods are also implementing for comparative study.

 Finally the comparative analysis of methods used for
justifying the newly proposed solution.

In this research the main objective is to develop efficient 
policies for virtualized data center so that cloud computing 
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can be more sustainable and echo-friendly technology for 
future generation. 

A. Problem Statement 

Cloud data center emerged as need for rapidly increasing 
computational power and results greater power 
consumption and high carbon footprints to environment. 
Thus a key issue is to minimize power consumption along 
with SLA considerations. There are different techniques 
have been proposed in the past few years to overcome 
power consumption in cloud data center. Live migration 
technique migrate a running VM from one physical host to 
another and require more VM management.VM 
consolidation techniques gives efficient power 
consumptions and VM migration in dynamic workload 
experience but more SLA violations. Therefore the 
following issues are considered in the proposed study. 

 The available allocation and selection techniques are 
not much efficient. 

 The available VM consolidation technique is efficient 
but more SLA violation take place. 

 Maximum coefficient correlation selection technique 
presents only the linear relationship between datasets 
and random selection technique migrate VMs 
randomly, which is inefficient. 

B. Solution Domain 

In order to achieve low power consumption in data 
center, VM scheduling is performed using Spearman’s 
Rank Correlation Coefficient for VM selection. In VM 
scheduling firstly VM allocation is performed using MAD 
technique which determines overloaded and under-loaded 
host. Once hosts are determined, VM selection policy 
applied to select VMs for migration from that hosts for 
utilization. 

1) Median Absolute Deviation Allocation Policy: MAD is 
an adaptive utilization threshold method setting upper and 
lower utilization threshold for hosts and keeps the total 
utilization of the CPU by all the VMs between these 
thresholds. If the CPU utilization of a host below the lower 
threshold, all VMs have to be migrated from this host and 
the host has to be switched to the sleep mode in order to 
eliminate the idle power consumption. If the utilization 
exceeds the upper threshold, some VMs have to be 
migrated from the host to reduce the utilization in order to 
prevent a potential SLA violation. 

For a uni-variate data set 	 , , … ,  , the MAD is 
defined as the median of the absolute deviations from the 
data's median: 

 

2) Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient Selection Policy: 
Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient used for finding the 
optimum VM selection according to the workload and 
availability of resources. It shows monotonic relationship 
between two variables. In a monotonic relationship both 
variables increases concurrently but not at the same rate. 
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient is denoted by rs. It 
is appropriate when one or both variables are ordinal or 

skewed and is robust when extreme values are present. The 
formula for calculating the sample Spearman's correlation 
coefficient for two variable X and Y is given by: 

1
6∑

1
 

Where d=|X-Y|, X is the set of work load attributes and 
Y is the available resource parameters. 

C. Simulation Architecture 

This architecture presented by which the 
implementation work is performed. The present system 
model includes different modules having their own 
methodology to find the energy consumption of a data 
center. 
 

 
Fig. 1  Simulation Architecture 

The given model is described as: 

1) Data Center: We have simulated a data center that 
consists 800 heterogeneous half of which are hosts HP 
ProLiant ML110 G4 servers, and the other half consists of 
HP ProLiant ML110 G5 servers. 

2) Algorithm Selection: This module select appropriate      
scheduling algorithm during simulation. 

3) Scheduler: In this phase scheduling is performed 
according to selected algorithm. 

4) Power Measurement and Comparison: This phase 
includes power measurement and comparison study among 
scheduling algorithms. The performance of these 
algorithms is evaluated in terms of time and space 
complexity and the energy consumption as well as SLA and 
VM migrations of the scheduling algorithms. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Simulation Setup 

In this research provides the desired configuration for 
simulation of power optimization and efficient VM 
scheduling approach in cloud environment. 
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TABLE I 
SIMULATION SETUP 

Simulation Properties Values 

Scheduling Interval 300ms 

Virtual Machine RAM 870,1740,1740,613 

Host RAM 4096,4096 

VM Band Width 100000Mbit/s 

Host Band Width 1000000Gbit/s 

Host Storage 1000000GB 

Host Power HpProLiantMl110G4Xeon3040 

B. Simulation Scenarios 

In order to simulate VM scheduling for efficient power 
consumption the following simulation scenarios are 
prepared. 

1)  Simulation using MAD-MC VM Scheduling: In this 
simulation implementation the MAD (Median Absolute 
deviation) allocation and Maximum Correlation Coefficient 
selection policies of VM scheduling approach are 
implemented using the CloudSim discrete event simulator 
and performance of scheduling is calculated. 

2)  Scheduling using MAD-RS VM Scheduling:  In this 
simulation implementation the MAD (Median Absolute 
deviation) allocation and Random Selection policies of VM 
scheduling approach are implemented using the CloudSim 
that is also predefined CloudSim VM scheduling 
methodology.  

3)  Scheduling using Proposed VM Scheduling: In this 
simulation analysis the enhanced correlation coefficient 
known as Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient is 
implemented with the CloudSim simulation technique and 
the performance of power consumption is compared. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The comparative performance evolution of Spearman’s 
Rank Correlation Coefficient technique is performed in this 
research paper over different performance parameters. 

A. Energy Consumption 

The comparative energy consumption of traditional 
techniques and presented technique is provided in this 
research study. The total energy consumption is the sum of 
energy consumed by the physical resources of a data center 
as a result of application workloads. 

In given Fig.2, the red line shows the energy 
consumption using MAD-MC, green line shows the energy 
consumption using MAD-RS and the proposed method is 
given using blue line. For representing the performance 
evolution X axis shows the simulation time and Y axis 
shows the power used by data center. 

 
Fig. 2 Comparative Energy Consumption of Data Center 

B. SLA Violation 

When a VM cannot get the promised Quality of Service 
(QoS), SLA violation takes place. For example when a VM 
cannot get requested MIPS SLA violation issue occur. The 
performance in terms of SLA violation is measured in Fig.3, 
both the existing techniques violate frequently the SLA 
terms as compared to the proposed technique. 

 

 
Fig. 3 SLA Violation 

C. VM Migrations 

For VM scheduling it is must require detecting 
overloaded and under-loaded host and once overloaded or 
under-loaded hosts found the VMs are selected for 
migration. Fig.4 shows the live VM migration and their 
switching capability. 
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Fig. 4 Number of VM Migrations 

D. Memory Used 

The amount of main memory required for process the 
algorithms are known as the memory consumption or space 
complexity of the system. The space complexity of MAD-
MC, MAD-RS and proposed algorithm is given in Fig.5. In 
this diagram the memory consumption of the algorithms are 
given in Y axis and the X axis contains the different 
experiments performed on the system. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Memory Consumption 

E. Time Complexity 

The amount of time required to schedule VM is known 
as time complexity. 

The comparative time complexity of the implemented 
algorithms are given using Fig.6, in this diagram the X axis 
contains different experiments performed using the 
designed system and Y axis shows the observed time 
complexity of individual algorithms. According to the 
obtained performance the proposed method needs less time 
for efficient VM scheduling as compared to both the 
traditional methods. 

 
Fig. 6 Time Complexity 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The computational cloud is one of the most essential 
technologies to fulfill the demand of the new generation 
computational need. In recent years the demand of 
computational engines are increasing rapidly and new 
organizations and institutions are believe on the 
performance of the cloud infrastructure. The cloud 
computing infrastructure helps in efficient computation, 
data hosting and other various tasks. On the hand the cloud 
systems are affected with the huge amount of power 
consumption. Thus a new computational branch of the 
cloud is established as the green computing which keep in 
track the power consumption and green effect of the 
computational cloud. 

In this presented work the cloud computing is 
investigated for their green computing technology and their 
power preservation techniques. There are a number of 
techniques recently developed for green computing and 
power preservation. Among them the efficient VM 
scheduling and performance improvement is an essential 
technique for power preservation. Therefore in this 
presented work the VM scheduling is enhanced using the 
Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient technique and the 
comparative performance is analyzed with respect to the 
MAD-MC (Median Absolute Deviation and Correlation 
Coefficient) and MAD-RS (Median Absolute Deviation and 
Random Selection) techniques. The implementation of all 
the techniques is performed over the CloudSim and JAVA 
technology. The presented Spearman’s Rank Correlation 
Coefficient technique is good as compare to traditional 
techniques in terms of computational complexity and the 
power preserving capability. 

The presented Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient 
technique for VM scheduling is found optimum, efficient 
and adoptable. In near future the proposed work is to be 
enhanced for preserving more power to achieve green 
computing. 
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